Chelo Mandi Kebab
Chelo kebab, is considered the national dish of Iran,
comprising of steamed rice and one of the many
varieties of Iranian Kebabs. Whereas
Mandi is a traditional dish that originated
from Hadhramaut, Yemen, comprising
mainly of meat and rice with a special
blend of spices. We have innovated
a fun fusion of both the historic
cuisines to give you best taste
of both the worlds.
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Our easy to use
cut-open-cook meal-kits
save you from all the hassle
of measuring each and every
ingredient while cooking.
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We have created thoughtful
cuisines by being creative
with our recipes so that each
day you experience sundry,
fun and delicious dinners.

The fastest way
to cook

GOURMET

MEALS

About Us

Announcing the re-launch of Baba Bazaar, India’s
oldest E-commerce. We start with the weekly dinner
meals to savour your taste buds with some amazing
recipes. We aim to provide the best quality food at
remarkably reasonable prices while helping you cut on
your cooking time by providing you with easy to use
recipe meal kits.

Replacement within 24 hours for any item that is not
usable for quality cooking.
Each recipe has a separate step by step YouTube video
to help you cook even faster.
We provide you with multiple payment options that
includes credit cards, debit cards, UPI and wallets.

For Just
₹2500!

Prices way lower than restaurant meals
Baba Bazaar has one of the best and most diverse selection
of global cuisines. We aim to provide the best quality food at
amazingly remarkable prices while helping you cut on your
cooking time by providing you with Easy-to-Use Recipe Meal
Kits. The meal kits are great value as the prices are way
lower than the restaurant meals and are also home-cooked.

High quality gourmet dinner meals for two, at the comfort & hygiene of your home, that
have been pre-measured and packed to reduce your cooking time and eﬀort dramatically.
One more thing, the meals include after dinner desserts as well.

INAUGURAL OFFER

+91-40-41895000

+91-6301-871-016

Khow Suey was originated in Burma. It is a soup made of noodles and
chicken with coconut milk, served with a variety of condiments. This
one-dish meal is sure to strike your taste buds with its vibrant ﬂavour!
A squeeze of lemon also adds tanginess to khow suey.

AT A G R E AT P R I C E

We strive to serve
Providing door-step deliveries in packaging that
ensures ingredients reach you as fresh as possible.
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We aim to provide and use
only the best possible
ingredients to ensure the
food you cook is healthy
while tasting extraordinary.

Perfectly crafted
recipes
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Enjoy effortless cooking and plating exciting dishes with our step by step guides for each recipe
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Served with Tomato Salsa
and Mayonnaise
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hello@bababazaar.com

www.bababazaar.com

₹1999/-

For orders placed until 24th February 2021
Yes, you read it right! If you are going to be amongst the first to try our recipe kits, we will be happy to offer this special price. Your
order including 7 complete RECIPE MEAL KITS & 7 AFTER DINNER DESSERT options mentioned in this flyer will be doorstep
delivered on 27th Feb’21.
Deliveries
for orders
placed in the subsequent weeks will be made every Saturday between 9am- 6pm.
India’s
Oldest
E-commerce

Iran Bharat Design Labs, the owners of Baba Bazaar reserve the right to withdraw this offer at any time without any notice. Orders placed for areas not serviceable will be refunded. See website for complete list of serviceable areas.

Scrumptious dinner recipe kits at amazing prices
Keema Korma

Egg Shakshuka

We are delighted to share with you
another recipe from our kitchen, a
ﬁnger licking recipe prepared with
chicken mince, called Keema Korma,
a preparation that is inspired by the
world famous SHAAN spices.

Traditional Shakshuka originally came
from North Africa- Tunisia, but it has
gained immense popularity in the
Middle East. It is a dish of eggs poached
in a sauce of tomatoes, peppers, onion
and garlic and commonly spiced with
cumin and other herbs.

Served with Rumali Roti & Boiled Eggs

Served with Pav Buns & Butter

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Chicken Sambar Rice

Spaghetti Bolognese

Sambar Rice is a traditional one-dish
meal from the kitchens of Tamil
Nadu. Since we know your love for
Sambar rice, we have attempted to
make it more appetizing by adding
succulent chicken chunks to your
sambar. Serve HOT!

Our best ever Spaghetti Bolognese
is super easy and a true Italian
classic with a meaty chilly sauce.
Our super simple recipe of Spaghetti Bolognese is the perfect dinner
for any night of the week and will
wow your family or guests.

Served with Papad & Pickle

Served with Garlic Toasties

TUESDAY
SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

India’s Oldest E-commerce

Dinner recipes for a week at a price
never heard before!
Deliveries once a week every Saturday.
Ingredients for all the seven days recipe meal kits will come all together in 3
separate packages for frozen, chilled and normal storage.
Recipe kit ingredients will be colour coded to avoid any mix ups.

Chicken Khow suey

Kofta Butter Chicken

Khow Suey was originated in Burma.
It is a soup made of noodles and
chicken with coconut milk, served
with a variety of condiments. This
one-dish meal is sure to strike your
taste buds with its vibrant ﬂavour! A
squeeze of lemon also adds
tanginess to khow suey.

The beauty of Butter Chicken lies in
the subtle balance of ﬂavours. We
have come up with our very own
must-try innovative version of
everyone’s favorite Butter Chicken,
called the Kofta Butter Chicken that
we’re sure you would love and
recommend.

Served with Noodles, Peanuts, Onion & Garlic

Served with Basmati Rice

THURSDAY
SUNDAY

FRIDAY

Typical preparation time for each recipe is approximately 30 minutes.
Some recipe parts will come pre-prepared that you will use in your cooking.
Vegetables will require cutting and chopping at your end, details of which will
be given in recipe guide booklet supplied along with the recipe kit.
Payment methods accepted
Orders can be placed at www.bababazaar.com

On the
sweet
side...

Vanilla
Ice Cream

Mysore
Pak

Vanilla Rainbow
Mug Cake

Fryumms
Churros

Choco Brownie
Mug Cake

Amul Tricone
Ice Cream

Gulab
Jamun

